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Abstract

• Knowledge and experience are gained during the execution of every project. This knowledge 

remains in the heads of the engineers, but often is not distributed more widely. In Model-Based 

Systems Engineering (MBSE) projects, this knowledge can include problem solving techniques, 

algorithms, libraries of types, patterns, interfaces, components, etc. One of the ways to preserve 

this knowledge is by creating libraries of these reusable assets. For example, the newest version 

of Unified Architecture Framework (UAF) included a library developed by Mitre of 1200 different 

security controls defined in National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standard 800-

53r5. These controls can be referenced on projects to mitigate many common security risks. 

Each defined control can be integrated with the corresponding risks, security metrics, mitigating 

elements, solutions, and so forth. All these elements could then be used to construct Security 

Patterns showing risks that the security controls can mitigate as well as abstract solutions that 

can satisfy these controls. Patterns publicly provided as a curated, searchable, solution set 

library could be leveraged by projects and augmented over time, preserving their Intellectual 

Property (IP) and knowledge assets. This paper discusses these concepts and methods and 

demonstrates how they can be applied.
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Introduction: Knowledge and Skills in Animals

• Knowledge and skills transfer is 

essential for survival for all animals
– Hunting for food 

– Evading predators

– Recognizing poisonous plants

• Complex Social Skills
– Dominant male behavior

– Social bonding

– Acceptable play

• Transfer Methods

– Copying behavior (monkey see, monkey do)

– Positive and negative reinforcement

– Natural Instinct/DNA

• In person, in the moment, and 

synchronous

– Lost knowledge is costly to reaquire
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Example: The Octopus

• Intelligent, excellent at problem solving, uses tools, etc. 

• Solitary, with no means of knowledge transfer

• Information skills acquired by one octopus is lost when it dies
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Introduction: Knowledge and Skills in Humans

• Synchronous Methods
– Animal methods previously listed

– Spoken Language (Epic poems, Conversations, etc.)

– Apprenticeships

– Song and social events

– Schools and education

• Asynchronous Methods
– Written language (Scrolls, Books, Letters, Notes, etc.)

– Libraries – general, technical, philosophy, architecture, science, etc.

– The internet – All human knowledge and information both true and false

– Preserves knowledge across generations. 
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Building on Past Knowledge

• “If I have seen further [than others], it is by standing 
on the shoulders of giants." 
(Newton, 1675)

• Science and Engineering
– CAD Models

– Complex computer simulations

– Technical journals and presentations

– Ontologies

– Systems Engineering models

– SysML profiles and domain specific languages

– UAF NIST Security Controls Library

– SysML libraries and patterns (QUVD for instance)
• SysML V2 emphasizes libraries over profiles
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UAF SECURITY LIBRARIES
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UAF Security Views Conceptual Meta-Model

UAF 1.2 
Feature
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Sc-Tx Security Taxonomy

• This figure shows the taxonomy for some of 

the security elements

• Risks are the possibility of an adverse effect 

and its likelihood of occurrence

– Risks affect resource artifacts, capability 

configurations, etc.

• Security Controls are a management, 

operational, or technical control (e.g., 

safeguard or countermeasure) which 

Protects an asset. 

– They  mitigate risks and protect assets

• Resource Mitigations are a set of performers 

established to manage operational or 

resource Risks.

– They are represented as an overall strategy or 

through techniques (mitigation configurations) and 

procedures (Security Processes)and other assets to 

satisfy security controls 
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NIST SP 800-53 Security Controls Library

• UAF Reference 

Library

• Captures Security 

Controls, 

Families, 

Enhanced, Etc.

• No risks, 

mitigations, 

solutions – How 

can we add 

these?
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Security Risks Taxonomy

• Sample of risks used in the sample model

• Can be built up over time with complete descriptions

• Links added to mitigations

• Examples of affected elements 
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Security Measurements

Measures 
Type

Definition Measure Category

Implementation measure execution of security policy System and Communications Protection
System and Information Integrity
Awareness and Training
Configuration Management

situational awareness

Effectiveness/efficiency metrics used to monitor results of security 
control implementation for a single 
control or across multiple controls

Vulnerability Management
System and Information Integrity
Access Control
Audit and Accountability
Certification, Accreditation, and Security Assessments
Identification and Authentication
Incident Response) 
Maintenance
Media Protection
 Physical and Environmental
Risk assessment

Incident response
system vulnerabilities,
Mitigation
attack or threat severity
situational awareness

Impact metrics used to convey the impact of the 
information security program on the 
institution's mission, often through 
quantifying cost avoidance or risk 
reduction produced by the overall security 
program

Security Budget situational awareness
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Value Types Library

• Having defined the measurements, it is necessary to define 

types. 

• Many will be in the SysML libraries

• These can be reused throughout the model
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Security Solutions Library

• Library of elements that can mitigate risks

• Can be both abstract (solution independent) or concrete
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SECURITY PATTERNS
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Introduction to Patterns

• Pattern recognition describes a cognitive process that matches 
information from a stimulus with information retrieved from 
memory. (Eysenck at al, 2003) 

• Information from the environment is received and entered into 
short-term memory, causing automatic activation of a specific 
content of long-term memory. 

• Semantic memory, which is used implicitly and subconsciously is 
the main type of memory involved with recognition. (Snyder, 2000) 

• In engineering, pattern recognition is the automated recognition 
of patterns and regularities in data. 

• Modern approaches include the use of machine learning, due to 
the increased availability of big data and a new abundance of 
processing power. (Mattson, 2014)

16
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Model-Based Design Patterns

• Enables a solution to a specific problem that commonly occurs in the 
programming process (Alexander, 1979). 

• The Gang of Four (GOF) defined Design Patterns in software 
engineering. Provides specific and effective solutions for software 
design and architecture scenarios. (Gamma, Helm , et al. 1994)

• Design patterns are classified according to their applicability and 
purposes. 
– Creational Design patterns, 

– Structural Design patterns and 

– Behavioral Design patterns (Gamma et al, 1994). 

• Douglas (2002) further extended the design patterns into real-time 
software and systems engineering using UML. 
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Security Pattern Profile

• Patterns are contained 
within a package

• Attributes include:
– Description

– Applicability

– Problem Description

– Problem Context

– Pattern Type

– Keywords

• Patterns are reusable 
and shareable

18
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Security Pattern Keywords

• Keywords allow for searching for patterns

• Applicable keyword library will expand over time
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Fire Detection and Prevention Pattern
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Fire Detection and Suppression Resource Mitigation 

Abstract Definition
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Fire Detection and Suppression Implementation 

Definition
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Fire Detection and Suppression Implementation
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Fire Detection and Suppression Implementation
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Cross Domain Solution 
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Cross Domain Solution Definition
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Cross Domain Solution Internal Connectivity
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OMG Model-based Acquisition (MBAcq) User Group:
A Government & Industry Collaboration

Reference Architecture and Patterns

DAFMSC Brief 2/23/2024
LAURA E HART LAURA.E.HART@LMCO.COM 

MBACQ UG CO-CHAIR/OMG UAF CO-CHAIR
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Is a broad industry body with participation from OMG, INCOSE, 

Armed Services, OUSD, DoD CIO, NDIA, DAU, FFRDCs and 

many industry suppliers such as Boeing, Northrop Grumman, 

Lockheed Martin, etc. working together to create the standards 

and guidance to successfully deploy MBAcq to the larger 

community.

OMG MBAcq User Group

Full lifecycle should be addressed during Acquisition!

Model-Based Acquisition (MBAcq) User Group Introduction

Model-based acquisition is the 
Technical approach to 
acquisition that uses models 
and other digital artifacts as 
the primary means of 
information exchange, rather 
than document-based 
information exchange.

About MBAcq Why MBAcq Matters

• Model Based Acquisition will be disruptive  

• Increased interest to organize around the MBAcq UG to define and 

standardize approach

• Broad government and industry participation 

• Gov & Industry have an opportunity to shape future MB 

Acquisitions & Compliance together

Expected Timeline

2022: Formed Team & Framework

2024: Q2 Govt Ref Arch

2024: Q4 Acquisition Users Guide

Q2/3 DAU Acquisition Training

Q4 Acquisition Model Example

Ongoing: Curate and Create Reusable Content

 (Reference Architectures, Domain Overlays, …)

For more information contact: 
laura.e.hart@lmco.com
rahaselden@mitre.org 
toni.m.nolder@aero.org 

Participation

Last updated 6/9/2023

Customers are increasingly specifying MBSE in RFPs

Customers are increasingly requiring models in proposals

Lack of standardization raises proposal learning curves & 

compliance risk

mailto:Laura.e.hart@lmco.com
mailto:rahaselden@mitre.org
mailto:Toni.m.nolder@aero.org


MBAcq User Group is an OMG Managed Community

• Approved by the OMG BOD 26 

September 2023 as an enduring OMG 

Entity

• Founding Members

• Lockheed Martin (Laura Hart)

• The MITRE Corporation (Rae Anderson)

• The Aerospace Corporation (Toni Nolder)

© 2021 SSI
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Collaboration and Transparency in an Open Env
Transitioning Knowledge Repository to OMG MC 

Platform
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1. Architecture Acquisition Guidance (AAG) 2. Objective Architecture Description (OAD)

Model-Based Acquisition

2. The OAD is a descriptive model containing the 
program requirements, constraints and context
• High-level Capabilities, mapped to Operational 

scenarios, traced to requirements (e.g. CDD, SRD, 
Conops)

• Technical performance measures (i.e. KPPs, KSAs, 
MOEs..)

• Any required architectural partitioning including 
structural and functional

(Based on UAF acquisition process guide and template)

1. The AAG provides model structure for RFP content 

and evaluation tools:
• Modeling Patterns

• DO Profiles (i.e. MOSA, Data Rights, certs )
• Interface & Analysis Definitions

• Templates & Schemas
• Evaluation Criteria & Scoring (Section K, L, M)
• Reports & CDRLS

3. The Model-based RFP model contains the populated 
OAD&AAG providing RFP evaluation content, CDRL 
definitions for documentation generation and scoring 
tools for solution validation and evaluation

3. Model-based RFP Package

  4. Unified Architecture Framework (UAF) Process Guide for Acquisition →

AAG &
(OAD) Populated with Program 

& contract Data

4. UAF Process Guide provides the Acquisition Guidance 
for using the OAD and AAG template to create, respond 
and evaluate a Model-based RFP.  

Supports 
DoDAF

SOURCE: Laura Hart, 

MITRE 2017
® 2021 Object Management Group. All Rights Reserved.

Domain Overlay Profiles
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MBAcq Future State 
Bringing it all together!

Response from SupplierRFP from Acquirer

The OAD is the GFI model & 

Logical AD that will be 

referenced as a specification

The ARA defines the 

information required by any 

particular OAD

Sections of the ARA could 

reference other specialized 

RADs (i.e. air veh RAD)

These are examples of DOs

A Domain Overlay is a modular 

structured approach to address 

a domain concern and means 

for compliance
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Usage of Standardized Concepts (2)

1..*

The OAD is the GFI model & 

Logical AD that will be 

referenced as a specification

The ARA defines the 

information required by any 

particular OAD

Sections of the ARA could 

reference other specialized 

RADs (i.e. air veh RAD)

A Domain Overlay is a modular 

structured approach to address 

a domain concern and means 

for compliance

<<RAD>> 

Product Ref 

Arch

<<RAD>> 

Product Ref 

Arch

<<RAD>> 

Product Ref 

Arch
<<RAD>> 

Product Ref 

Arch

Library of Product Ref 

Architecture Descriptions used to 

guide solution AD response 

Example, AF AV RAD
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Standardized Concepts for Reusable Content

Domain Overlay

Reference ArchitectureModel Libraries



Using the General Concepts

® 2021 Object Management Group. All Rights Reserved.
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Domain Overlay (DO) Lifecycle - animated

37

• Identify the properties needed to support analysis 
• Parse and Import as extended requirement 

elements. Provide additional extended data

• Apply DO stereotypes to Architecture 
Model as directed

Execute analysis, review populated views. 
Follow guidance for success criteria.   

1

4

3

2

*DO is a pattern for creating modular profiles

Framing the Analysis
Why & What is needed

<<Critical Function >> {Authorize, SW, high}  

(AFI 91-107, AFI 91-118, AFI91-119…)

Critical Functions, Safety Category, 
SW/HW/FPGA/Operational 

• Identify the associated compliance documents.

• Identify the concern

Creating the DO

Package for reuse

• Create a new extended requirement type with 
additional properties used for reasoning

• Create new stereotypes, properties and associated 
value types to label architecture elements

• Create View specifications (electronic DID for 
visualization)

Certification of a nuclear system, cert plan, verification

<<Nuc Surety Requirement>>

Nuc Surety test plan, Validation Matrix
• Create documentation & Users Guide on DO usage

Evaluating the Results

Using a Packaged DO
acquire/supplier may use differently

• Identify the logic or processing needed to support 
analysis 

• Parametric diagrams, constraint blocks, and scripts 
can be used to capture the rules on how various 
SW, HW, firmware, and processes are evaluated, 
tested, and certified. 

• Provide additional attribute values

<Critical Function>> Launch Console

Crtitical function = Launching

Type=SW; Safety=3

Define View specification content
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Defining Guidance!
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REUSABLE ASSETS AND MODEL 

CURATION

3/13/2024
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Model/Asset Reuse: The Problem

• So, we need to share, search for, find (hopefully), reuse, 
publish, update, notify, trust, protect, etc.:
– Models

– Model Libraries

– Reference Architectures

– Components

– Interfaces

– Types

– Patterns

– Keywords

– Solution Elements

– Etc. 

• What is the solution to this?

40
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MODEL CURATION

41 https://boardgamegeek.com/thread/2707441/curators-short-review
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Model Curation

• “If we build it, they will come.” Field of Dreams

– However, “they” need to know that “it” exists. 

• For a library to be of any use, people need to know where it 

is, be able to enter it, search through a catalog system, check 

out the elements that they need, and suggest new items to be 

added. Regarding model reuse, most organizations have a 

hidden library that few people know about, with no doors, 

card catalogue or search capability, where you can’t check 

out or add any objects. We need a solution for model 

curation. 

42
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Model Curation Definition

• “Model Curation is the lifecycle management, control, preservation 
and active enhancement of models and associated information to 
ensure value for current and future use, as well as repurposing 
beyond initial purpose and context.” 

• “Curation activities include model identification, acquisition, 
accession, composition, evaluation, valuation, presentation, 
preservation, and archiving. 

• Curation practices promote formalism and provide for the 
management and control of models and associated digital artifacts, 
particularly when managed as a collection, at the program and/or 
enterprise levels. 

• Data associated with a model includes model technical data, model 
metadata, and model pedigree.”

43

https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php?id=mbse:curating_digital_artifacts

[Rhodes D.H., Interactive Model-Centric Systems Engineering Technical Report, Phase 5. SERC-2018-TR 104, Feb 28, 2018]



Glossary

1.“Model Accession: The formal process of accepting and recording a model as a collection object 
in the enterprise level model portfolio. Accessioning addresses the legal, IP and ethical issues in 
model acquisition and development [1].

2. Model Curator: A designated professional role entrusted with the ownership, tracking and use of 
model collection objects, and possessing designated authorities for managing and controlling 
models [1].

3. Model Metadata: Descriptive metadata is contextual data about the model object(s). Metadata 
documents characteristics and used for indexing, discovering, identification. It provides user 
discovery of, access to, and management of an object [1].

4. Model Pedigree: Model-associated information that describes model origin, development 
process, originators and developers, assumptions, expert knowledge, model enhancements, 
investment costs, versions, change history, etc. [1]

5. Data Pedigree: A record of traceability from the data's source through all aspects of its 
transmission, storage, and processing to its final form used in the development of an M&S. [5]”

© 2021 SSI 44

[1] Rhodes D.H., Interactive Model-Centric Systems Engineering Technical Report, Phase 5. SERC-2018-TR 104, Feb 28, 2018
[5] NASA, NASA-STD-7009A w/CHANGE 1, Standards for Models and Simulations, Dec 17, 2016, 
https://standards.nasa.gov/standard/nasa/nasa-std-7009 [accessed 18 Nov 2018]
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Barriers to Reuse

• “The lack of access to models, mistrust of models, and perception 
of legitimacy of models are all barriers in model reuse and longevity, 
which can be mitigated by model curation. 

• Model curation provides formalism to ensure both technical and 
non-technical data and information concerning a model is created 
and maintained, including model metadata and model pedigree.”

• There is no standard for sharing parts of a model, just the entire 
model. 

• Similar to wanting to check out a library book and finding you need to 
take the entire library or at least the bookshelf. 

© 2021 SSI 45
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A Few Requirements – NOT A COMPLETE LIST!!

46

• Standard API – Extended SysML v2 API?

• Multiple libraries with access control

• Permissions at multiple levels  - Library, Element, etc. 

• Role-based permissions – Curator, user, creator, owner, etc. 

• Configuration management of libraries, elements, patterns, ref architectures, etc.

• Search capabilities using keywords, types, purpose, domain, etc.

• Support for Vendor independent/dependent data formats 

• Support for UML, SysML, UAF, etc.

• Support for non-UML tools (future?)

• Local, Department, Enterprise, Global, etc. hosted libraries

• Black box & White box sharing

• Interest registration

• Update notifications

• Global element ID’s – the same component in multiple models has the same ID

• Etc.

© 2021-2024 SSI



A Few Model Library Use Cases – NOT A COMPLETE LIST!! 
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A Few Project Use Cases – NOT A COMPLETE LIST!! 
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Model Curation – The Status Quo

• Rouse (2015) stresses that “the wealth of existing models is often not used because of a lack of 

knowledge of these resources and the difficulty in accessing them.

• Lack of access to models, mistrust of models, and perception of legitimacy of models are all 

barriers in model reuse and longevity. 

• Reymondet et al. (2016), ‘model expertise is largely resident in individuals, and the ability to 

select and compose sets of models is typically limited to the original use. Lack of a centralized 

leadership authority results in models being owned and managed primarily at a local level. 

• Rhodes & Ross (2015 “Modeling efforts are often duplicated across programs, and the 

individual programs may lack model experts preventing benefit from the collected wisdom of 

the enterprise. 

• Models have been employed for numerous purposes in recent years (McBurney, 2011) and it is 

likely that digital engineering transformation may extend model use even further. 

• A question arises as to whether a model curation function at the enterprise level could lead to 

more effective use of models and digital assets at all levels.” (Rhodes, 2019)

49
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Model Curation – The Future

• Wu et al (2021) describes a maturity assessment of Systems Engineering 
reusable assets to facilitate MBSE adoption, basically a Capability Maturity 
Model (CMM) for model and asset reuse. 

• Hause (2014), defines how the OMG Reusable Asset Specification (RAS) 
was used to build an asset library to harvest, curate, and share SysML 
model assets to promote and enable model asset reuse. 

• The OMG RAS was published in 2005 and provides a means of categorizing 
assets for reuse. 
– The PTC Asset Library is the only implementation the authors are aware of that is still in use. 

– The solution may be a standard for a library for sharing these reusable assets, whether they 
are for security or any other purpose. 

– The authors will be proposing this to INCOSE and the OMG. 

– We will continue to build and promote these patterns as a means of improving system 
security and promoting reuse of model assets. 

– Could also be added to the OMG UAF standard page as are other documents and models.

50
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The Reusable Asset Specification (RAS)

Copyright © 2024  OMG. All rights reserved. 



• “The scope of this Specification is a set of guidelines and recommendations 
about the structure, content, and descriptions of reusable software assets. 
We recognize that there are different categories of reusable software 
assets. The specification identifies some categories, or rather types or 
profiles and provides general guidelines on these profiles.

• The Reusable Asset Specification (RAS) addresses the engineering elements 
of reuse. It attempts to reduce the friction associated with reuse 
transactions through consistent, standard packaging.”

• Basically, it allows users to define, store, publicize and share components. 

• Originally only SW components, but implementations included other MOF-
based elements. 

What is the RAS?

Copyright © 2024  OMG. All rights reserved. 



• Goal #1: Write clear needs statements to enable discovery of models across 
the ecosystem, in support of Model Based Acquisition.

Goals of the Update

Copyright © 2024  OMG. All rights reserved. 



• Goal #2: Distinguish amongst metacard needs vs. catalog needs vs. repository needs vs. 
other ecosystem or industry needs

• Catalog (asset records and discoverability) / Repository = Library (asset storage)
• Search
• Data access, transport
• Interacts with the cards
• User management
• Access control
• Interfaces

• Metacard / Reusable Asset Tagging / Library Card

• Enable model and data discoverability and searchability using a human-readable and 
machine-readable standard.

• Supports heterogenous model types and asset types
• Clear taxonomy
• Implementation-independent, portable metacards

• Ecosystem / Industry Needs
• Broad awareness

Goals of the Update

Copyright © 2024  OMG. All rights reserved. 



• Goal #3: Review scope and contents of current Reusable Asset Specification, 
and other similar specifications, to find gaps

• Goal #4: Scope the RAS update to address those gaps, (in 
coordination/collaboration/alignment with other specs/stakeholders if 
needed)

• Also review if any other specifications already provide this capability. 

Goals of the Update

Copyright © 2024  OMG. All rights reserved. 



• March 2024
• Group formed and work officially begins on the new RAS 3.0 specification.

• August 2025 – RAS 3.0 RFC document sent to OMG for comment
• September 2025 OMG Meeting – OMG members vote to release the RFC 3.0 for 

comment
• 60 days of comments open to the OMG and the general public
• 60 days for comments expire on November 10th 

• December 2025 OMG Meeting – RAS 3.0 Spec approved and enters the 
Finalization stage

• Beta specification released
• FTF committee is formed to address outstanding issues.
• Open to all OMG members
• Previously received comments need to be processed officially. This involves issuing tracking 

numbers and making traceable changes to the specification. All changes must reference an 
issue number.

• Comments will continue to be received and processed during the FTF period.

Projected Timetable (1)

Copyright © 2024  OMG. All rights reserved. 



• Dec 2026 OMG Meeting – RAS 3.0 FTF specification hopefully will be 
approved and finished.

• RAS 3.0 becomes official

• RTF for RAS 3.1 issued

• RAS 3.1 team will be formally created.

Projected Timetable (2)

Copyright © 2024  OMG. All rights reserved. 
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Summary and Conclusion

• Design patterns serve as a building block for promoting reusable knowledge. 

• Software patterns enable architectural solutions for software design and 
architecture problems. 

• Patterns accelerate software design and development while promoting reusability. 

• Software implementation may differ only in the programming language or the OS.
– Implementation in the physical world can vary greatly. 

• This paper contributes to the foundation of the design pattern concept and has 
crafted new design patterns for both physical (fire prevention and detection) and 
cyber-security (CDS).

• Concepts need not be limited to just the security domain.

• The paper further specified the usability of a system library concept to facilitate a 
catalog of solution elements of security pattern libraries.

•  Finally, the UAF Modeling Language (UAFML) standard serves as the primary 
modeling approach to realize the design of the security patterns presented. 

• We just need to find the right way to share them.

59
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Don’t be an Octopus; Share Your Knowledge!

61
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QUESTIONS?

62
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